Objective While large fetal copy number aberrations can generally be detected through sequencing of DNA in maternal blood, the reliability of tests depends on the fraction of DNA that originates from the fetus. Existing methods to determine this fetal fraction require additional work or are limited to male fetuses. We aimed to create a sexindependent approach without additional work.
INTRODUCTION
Low-coverage next generation sequencing (NGS) data are used for noninvasive prenatal testing (NIPT), avoiding the 2-3 : 100 [1] [2] [3] chance for miscarriage introduced by invasive sampling. Although previous work has shown this is a reliable method for screening, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] its reliability depends heavily on the assumption that there is enough fetal DNA in the sample tested. 9, 10 The determination of the fetal fraction can either be done with a separate test, such as a quantitative PCR, or directly from the sequencing data. The latter method is preferred, as it directly reflects the fetal fraction in the data that are also used to determine fetal aneuploidy. In contrast, a separate test will not detect loss of fetal fraction during stages of laboratory work-up for NGS (such as library preparation).
In case of a male fetus, fetal fraction determination can be performed based on Y-chromosomal sequences. Several algorithms have been described, 11, 12 including the freely available DEFRAG algorithm (https://github.com/rstraver/ wisecondor/blob/master/defrag.py). Several approaches to determine fetal fraction for all pregnancies (male and female fetuses) have been described. One method uses differences in C-methylation between maternal and fetal DNA, 13 but the additional laboratory work required makes this option rather unattractive for routine diagnostic purposes. Additionally, such approaches require splitting the sample in two, one part for the actual NGS analysis and another for determining the C-methylation, thus introducing a possible difference in fetal fraction between the two subsamples at the end of the analysis. Another option is to use differences in single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to distinguish between fetal and maternal DNA. This can be performed if the method for trisomy detection is based on SNPs. 14 The fetal fraction can also be determined from the distribution of reads containing SNPs, 15 but the requirement of an extremely high-coverage per sample makes this approach too expensive for daily diagnostic routines. Another promising way to obtain an indication of the fetal fraction is to use paired-end data. Fetal DNA consists of shorter fragments than maternal DNA. 16 Yu et al. recently showed a correlation between insert sizes and fetal fraction when using paired-end sequencing. 17 Although this appears to be a useful solution, the increased cost and turn-around time of pairedend sequencing limit its clinical implementation as a routine procedure. The correlation with the fetal fraction was suspected to be caused by nucleosomes as the insert sizes of maternal DNA appear to concentrate around the length of a nucleosome with some linker DNA still attached (167 bp), while fetal DNA seems to be biased toward lengths smaller than and up to the length of nucleosomes (147 bp 18 ). However, no laboratory experiments were performed to prove this. As these approaches have not been compared with the same set of samples, it is currently not possible to define which method works best. We hypothesized that if the differences between maternal and fetal DNA fragment sizes are caused by differential nucleosomal packaging of the DNA during apoptosis, or by differences in the strength of nucleosome binding, we should be able to find a correlation between the fetal fraction and the positioning of read fragments around the nucleosomes. To confirm this hypothesis, we developed a method that takes this principle into account by determining the distribution of reads with respect to nucleosome positions.
Cell-free DNA (cfDNA) in maternal plasma is already digested into small fragments by natural processes. Because of the size of these fragments, no additional shearing is required before sequencing. Thus, sequencing reads obtained from these fragments all start at positions where they were cut by natural processes. Enzymes that cut the DNA into smaller fragments can easily make cuts in between nucleosomes, in the areas described as linker DNA (Figure 1a) . The DNA that is wound around a nucleosome is harder to reach and left uncut. Therefore, DNA fragments with nucleosomes still attached are protected from these cutting processes until they are unwound (Figure 1b) . Hence, longer DNA fragments are expected to start further upstream from nucleosomes ( Figure 1c) . As a result, the distribution in read start positions will change if the relative amount of large read fragments changes with respect to the amount of short fragments (Figure 1d ). To detect nucleosome positions, we combine several low coverage samples into a single highcoverage dataset (Figure 1e ). By looking for high and low concentrations of reads in small areas, we can determine where nucleosomes are positioned in our samples. For a single sample, we aligned all nucleosomes on top of each other to obtain a single artificial nucleosome with high coverage (Figure 1f) . This artificial nucleosome then provides us insight , which can then be used to determine differences in read distributions related to fetal fractions: Blue shows a sample with a low fetal fraction; red shows a sample with a higher fetal fraction in the distribution of DNA fragment degradation ( Figure 1g ) and can be used to determine the fraction of fetal DNA and maternal DNA in cell-free maternal plasma.
METHODS

Data
DNA was isolated using a Qiasymphony (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) from a total of 398 blood plasma samples taken from pregnant women, most of them with a gestational age of [12] [13] [14] [15] 
Generating nucleosome start position profiles
To obtain nucleosome positioning for our data type, we combined (RETRO filtered, WISECONDOR 19 in the Supporting Information) reads from all samples into a single meta-sample. For all reads, we only took the start position into account. Reverse-mapped reads had their start position adjusted for their length by adding their length minus one base pair to their first position on the genome. This was carried out as the BAM file format reports the first base pair position of every read on the reference genome rather than the first position of the read sequence, creating an offset in positions if not accounted for. Every base pair in the reference sequence received a score describing the likeliness of this base pair position being the center of a nucleosome. This score is calculated as the average amount of read start positions in 20 bp left and right of the center 147 bp area around the targeted base pair, divided by the average read start count for the 147 bp center area. Formally,
where s(x) is the nucleosome center score for base pair position x and RP(y) the number of reads starting at position y.
The algorithm saves the maximum value from the set of scored base pair positions (across the whole genome) and ignores all scores 147 bp left and right of this position further on to exclude possibly overlapping nucleosome calls. Picking the maximum-scored base pair is repeatedly carried out until no position scores higher than 1 remain. Pseudocode for these steps is shown in Algorithm S1. For further analysis, we removed any nucleosome call that had a lower average count of reads in either 20 bp side regions than the center 147 bp region. This ensures we only take calls into account that were indeed likely nucleosome centers rather than slopes or randomly occurring peaks.
Aligned nucleosome profile per sample
Detected nucleosome positions were aligned onto each other at their centers. We determined the number of reads that started at any position within 147 base pairs upstream and downstream in respect to nucleosome positions. Pseudocode for this process is shown in Algorithm S2.
Leave set out training
To remove overfitting on the training data ( Figure S1 ), we built an artificial nucleosome per training sample based on a nucleosome position reference track that was built without that specific training sample. For example, to obtain an aligned nucleosome profile for training sample A, we could use all training samples except for sample A itself to obtain a nucleosome track, then use this track to obtain a nucleosome profile for sample A. The nucleosome profile per sample can then be used to determine the correlations per base pair with the chromosome Y-based fetal fraction that is used when calculating the fetal fraction per sample. For the test samples, the reference nucleosome track is built from all training samples together.
To make sure we do not provide any run specific kind of information to our nucleosome track during training, we also removed all samples from the run the training sample originated from when creating the reference nucleosome track. To reduce sample size variation per run, we combined actual sequencing runs into 12 run sets with close to 25 samples each. This resulted in creating 12 nucleosome tracks, one per run set, where every run set gets a reference nucleosome track (based on 11 run sets) for which its own samples were not used to determine nucleosome positions. An overview of this procedure is shown in Figure S2 , and the pseudocode for this process is shown in Algorithm S3. Next, the nucleosome tracks per training sample are used to calculate the correlation per base pair position with the fetal fraction determined on the Y chromosome. This is outlined in Algorithm S4. The fetal fraction for a test sample is then determined by adding the read start frequencies per base pair after weighting them by their respective correlation score. Pseudocode for this is shown in Algorithm S5.
Ethical background
This study describes the development of a new software tool to predict fetal fraction. Although NIPT data were used retrospectively to develop and validate the tool, no individual reports were issued. Furthermore, the outcome of the tool (prediction of fetal fraction) has no relation at all with clinical outcome of the mother or the fetus; it will only support the reliability of the outcome of the NIPT analysis. For that reason, no approval of a medical ethical committee was required.
RESULTS
Extracted nucleosome positions match nucleosome characteristics
We combined a training set of 298 low-coverage single end (51 bp) read samples (Illumina HiSeq2500) of cfDNA extracted from pregnant women (Table 1) into a single set of reads (see Section on Methods). The smoothed read start signal (blue) shows small regions where reads are more or less concentrated compared with adjacent regions. The peak pattern closely matches the sizes of nucleosomes and linker DNA, which respectively are 147 and 2-80 bp, with a mean of 20 bp ( Figure  S3 ). By applying a nucleosome filter over read start positions, we inferred the most likely nucleosome positioning over the entire genome in this dataset (see Section on Methods). Figure 2a shows the results of our approach on a 2000 bp region (nucleosome score per bp shown in red). Local maxima are considered to be the nucleosome centers (black lines in Figure 2a ). The total number of nucleosomes found was 13 521 603, of which 13 429 874 were left after filtering. We also calculated dinucleotide patterns in the sequence of the observed nucleosome positions aligned on their centers, shown in Figure 2b . These dinucleotide frequencies in both Figure 2 
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Aligned nucleosome profile reflects DNA-degradation process
For every sample, reads over all autosomal chromosomes were combined into an aligned nucleosome profile by aligning their start positions to the nearest downstream nucleosome center position and summing together all relative position frequencies over all nucleosomes ( Figure 2c ). As discussed before, cfDNA was not sheared before sequencing; therefore, the read start distribution profile reflects the degradation process of cfDNA. As shown, there is a high concentration of read starts in linker DNA regions compared with the nucleosome covered center. Furthermore, the pattern of the linker DNA on both ends is almost the same; there is a decrease in coverage of read starts in the middle of the linker DNA, and read starts in the nucleosome covered region decrease in coverage from its start toward the center.
Nucleosome-based fetal fraction correlated with reference-based fetal fraction
We determined the fetal DNA fraction for every male pregnancy sample (153 out of 298) in our training set by dividing the amount of reads mapped to chromosome Y by the total amount of reads mapped to autosomal chromosomes. By relating the Ybased reference fetal fraction and aligned nucleosome profile per sample, we can deduce the correlation between the frequency of reads starting at any base pair position relative to the nucleosome center and the corresponding fetal fraction for that sample (Figure 2d ). This shows that the frequency of reads starting within the nucleosome is positively correlated to the fetal fraction. Reads starting outside of the nucleosome covered regions are negatively correlated to the fetal fraction and thus considered mostly maternal. Hence, fetal DNA start positions are enriched in nucleosome covered areas (any position within the region marked by 73 bp upstream and downstream of the nucleosome center), while maternal DNA is enriched in the expected linker region and beyond (any position outside the 73 bp upstream and downstream region in Figure 2d ). The increased correlation near 147 bp upstream and downstream ( Figure 2d ) was expected, as these regions overlap strongly with neighboring nucleosomes (linker DNA is known to vary between 2 and 80 bp, but averages at about 20 bp in length).
Predicting fetal fraction
To predict the fetal fraction, we calculated a weighted sum of read start positions over the aligned nucleosome profile per sample using the correlations scores as weights (see Section on Methods). This prediction correlates strongly (Pearson correlation: 0.636, P-value 1.61e-18, 151 training samples) with the fraction of reads on chromosome Y, as shown in Figure 3a .
When the weighted sum is applied to the independent test set, this correlation stays nearly unchanged (Pearson correlation: 0.654, P-value 1.86e-08, 59 test samples). The correlation between predicted fetal fractions (weighted sum) and fractions based on chromosome Y was negatively influenced by inter-run variations. Runs with sufficient male pregnancies to determine a correlation per run had a higher correlation between these approaches (e.g. a correlation of 0.851 and P-value 3.16e-02 over six samples from a single run, as marked red in Figure 3a) .
To see if male fetus samples behave differently from female fetus samples in our method, we tested for changes in the distribution of the predicted fetal fraction. We used 147 female pregnancy samples in our training set and 39 in our test set. While male pregnancy training samples were used for both the nucleosome detection and determining the weights of the predictor, female pregnancy training samples were only used for nucleosome detection. As shown in Figure 3b , both groups have nearly the same estimated fetal fraction distribution as their male pregnancy counterparts. These nonsignificant variations are more likely caused by variable fetal fractions than by a systematic error in our model.
Fragment start position correlates strongly with fragment sizes
To compare our method with the fragment size-based method using paired-end sequencing by Yu et al. 17 , we tested for Table S1 correlations between the read start frequency per base pair in the aligned nucleosome profile and the fragment size frequencies in an additional 21 samples subjected to pairedend sequencing (Table 1) . As shown in Figure 4 , reads starting near the end of a nucleosome up to the start of linker DNA (147-93 bp upstream or 50-93 bp downstream) are strongly correlated to read pairs with fragment sizes over 175 bp (denoted by A in Figure 4 ), while fragment sizes between 30 and 160 bp are strongly correlated with reads starting in the first half of nucleosomes (73-0 bp upstream, denoted by B in Figure 4 ). This finding further suggests that maternal DNA consists of larger fragments that span over linker DNA while fetal fragments are digested downstream, past the start of nucleosome covered positions. When we applied our (trained) nucleosome correlation profile to estimate the fetal fraction per (paired-end) sample, this resulted in a correlation of 0.891 (P-value 6.00e-08) with the fragment size method as described by Yu et al.
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DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that a putative genome-wide nucleosome profile can be deduced from the read-start positions when sequencing cfDNA. Based on these profiles, we have been able to infer an estimation of the fetal fraction per sample using low coverage single end read data. At the heart of our approach lies the idea that cfDNA is cut in small pieces and that these cut positions are preferably located in DNA that is not tightly bound to nucleosomes. If fetal DNA is degraded more extensively than maternal DNA, it is expected to have less nucleosomes still attached. Consequently, more cuts in DNA loci normally bound by nucleosomes will be observed in fetal cfDNA compared with maternal cfDNA.
The success of our method depends on an accurate in silico detection of nucleosome positions along the genome. We built such a nucleosome track from cfDNA sequencing data, making use of read start positions acquired over many different samples. This results in a recognizable genome-wide nucleosome track, as shown by dinucleotide distributions in Figure 2b . It should be noted that no golden standard is available for such a nucleosome track, so formally, we cannot prove that our track represents actual nucleosomes, despite fulfilling many criteria such as periodicity, linker length and dinucleotide distribution. Existing work on determining nucleosome positioning is often based on a high-coverage single sample of a specific cell type after additional lab work to obtain nucleosome-focussed fragments. [20] [21] [22] [23] Alternatively, nucleosome tracks are predictions from a model that is based on other species such as yeast and then applied to the human reference genome. 24 These models do show strong overlap Figure S4 ). Consequently, it is important to extract the nucleosome track from cfDNA and probably under the same sequencing conditions, as we already observed run-dependent effects (Figure 3a) . Considering the distributions of the aligned nucleosomes, we hypothesized that fetal DNA fragments are either further digested or have a different nucleosome positioning. Reasons for the different digestion can be either different processes working on the fetal DNA or the same digestion process advanced to a later state before a blood sample is taken for analysis (Figures 1a and b ). An important reason to believe the differences we found are caused by the more advanced state of DNA degradation can be derived from the correlation plots shown in Figures 2d and 4 . Close observation of Figure 2 shows that there is already a negative correlation with the chromosome Y-based fetal fraction from roughly 50 bp downstream onwards, which indicates enrichment of maternal DNA. This is counter intuitive because of the starting positions of these fragments are still inside the (protected) nucleosome. Assuming that the downstream fragment ends that are not sequenced because of the single-end sequencing are cut in linker DNA, short fragments would start between 49 bp downstream and the end of the nucleosome. However, reads from fragments smaller than 51 bp include partial adapter sequences and thus become unmappable (we did not trim adapters from the sequenced reads). Inspecting Figure 4 shows that this region is positively correlated with large fragment sizes, see area denoted by C. Consequently, reads that start at this position actually belong to large fragments covering the next nucleosome and thus are preferentially maternal, causing correlation with maternal DNA instead of fetal DNA, explaining the observed negative correlation in Figure 2 . This supports the theory of a relatively more advanced digestion process for fetal DNA compared with maternal DNA.
Although our method does require a large amount of data for the training phase (we used 298 samples), any additional sample to be tested can be sequenced at relatively low costs compared with other methods as no additional laboratory tests are needed: The algorithm works using low-coverage data and was tested on single end 51 bp reads. As the method is independent of read length, shorter (or longer) reads can be used as long as reliable mapping is assured. However, although 298 samples is a lot for setting up these tests, we deem this number rather small for our approach. Considering the coverage of the combined samples is still close to zero when only considering read start positions, the nucleosome position detection reliability could be drastically improved by increasing the amount of training data. Additionally, the correlation found between the read frequency anywhere in the nucleosome profile and the fetal fraction as obtained from chromosome Y could be improved by adding more data with their respective fetal fractions. Currently, there is no golden standard for determining the fetal fraction during NIPT analysis. We compared our method to methods based on the presence of chromosome Y in male pregnancies and to the size-based method using paired-end sequencing. Our results demonstrate that our new method is as reliable as the other two methods, but has the benefit that it works independent of fetal sex, and that no expensive paired-end sequencing is needed.
CONCLUSION
We have developed a reliable method to create a genome-wide nucleosome profile from cfDNA and a method to determine the fetal fraction for any sample without requiring a change in workflow or cost per sample using current NIPT procedures.
WHAT'S ALREADY KNOWN ABOUT THIS TOPIC?
• Fetal DNA is found in small and varying amounts in maternal blood, enough to detect fetal aberrations such as Down syndrome through next generation sequencing methods.
• Fetal DNA is generally shorter, and this is believed to be influenced by nucleosomes.
WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD?
• We obtained nucleosome positions from cell-free DNA over a combination of low-coverage samples.
• Our method shows how fetal fragments are influenced by nucleosomes compared with maternal fragments.
• We deduced the fetal fraction using the distribution of reads starting around nucleosome positions, independent of the fetal sex.
